2010 EVENTS!

Burj Khalifa, the world's tallest building, opened in __
A devastating 7.0 earthquake occurred in __ on January 12th
First total __ eclipse to occur on a solstice since 1638
In November the G-20 summit was held in __, South Korea
January 15th saw the longest __ eclipse of the millennium
__ and Ireland were given rescue packages
The president of __ was killed in a plane crash in Russia
The Don't Ask Don't Tell __ Act of 2010 became a law
The __ beat the Colts in Super Bowl XLIV
The 'Red-Shirts' organized protests in __, Thailand
These parasitic insects made headlines - not always in the bedroom
A luger from __ died on a training run during the Winter Olympics
__ Sachs was charged with fraud by the SEC
The Deepwater __ oil spill lasted for months in the Gulf of Mexico
In April volcanic eruptions in __ disrupted air traffic in Europe
A painting by __ sold for $106.5 million
There were earthquakes and tsunamis near Chile and __, Indonesia
Major flooding in __ killed thousands
Thirty-three miners in Chile survived for __-__ days in a mine
The Winter Olympics were held in this Canadian city
__ published classified, covert, secret and confidential material online
For the first time ever, __ was trapped by the researchers at CERN
The __'s Kathryn Bigelow is the first female to win Best Director
There was a stampede at the German __ in July
United Airlines merged with __ Airlines, after Federal approval
__ flows from Mount Merapi forced evacuations in Central Java
Spain won the FIFA World Cup that was hosted by __
The __ Space Station sets a record for continuous habitation
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